Development of Regulatory Skills in Younger School Pupils

Abstract
The article presents a solution for one of the significant tasks in pedagogical science and practice, namely the development of regulatory skills in younger school pupils as a significant factor of their educational and cognitive competence development. The aim of our study was to conduct practical evaluation of the proposed program of the development of regulatory skills in younger school pupils. Scientific novelty consists in the created program of the development of regulatory skills in younger school pupils, which generally allow for increasing education and cognitive competence, which is the basis for pupils’ functional expertise, in accordance with the aims and tasks of the state-significance documentation. The study used logical and historical analysis of scientific literature on the topic, pedagogical observation, a survey, questionnaires, testing and a pedagogical experiment. Based on the obtained results, we developed educational and methodological recommendations for teachers on the topic of developing regulatory skills in young school pupils, as an elective class program for 2nd-grade pupils.
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Introduction

We are faced with the problem of efficient development of school pupils’ functional expertise as a characteristic of the whole nation’s ability to compete. National education shows a tendency towards moving the education content to the level of key and object competences and pupils’ functional expertise, which is written in the State program for the education development in 2011–2020 and the National plan of actions on pupils’ functional expertise development in 2012–2016 of June 25th 2012, #832 (State general-mandatory standard for secondary education, 2012).

The result of functional expertise development is pupils’ mastering of the key competence system, which allows young people to efficiently apply the acquired knowledge in practice and use it successfully during the social adaptation process. Key competence is the state’s requirement towards the personality qualities of a secondary school graduate, presented as the education results and defined by the State educational standards and education programs.

The following competences of the key competences in primary school graduates are relevant to our study:

- regulatory competences (the ability to solve problems);
- informational competences (the capability of conducting independent cognitive activity and life-long studying);
- personality competences (the capability of self-organization, self-improvement, gaining life – and professional self-actualization and being tolerant).

American scientists, K. Pribram, E. Galanter and G. Miller, stated that “Educational activity is cognitive by its nature. Because of this, its organizational and psychological structure includes motivation, problem (learning situation or learning problem in the shape of a task), execution (realization in the form of learning actions), control and evaluation, which transfer to self-control and self-evaluation” (Shiyanov, E.N., Kotova, I.B. 1999).

In our study, we define educational and cognitive competence, as we have stated before, as the pupil’s mastering of a complex procedure, which integrates a number of inter-connected conceptual orientations, knowledge, skills and abilities and allows for efficient conducting the self-regulating activity of solving real educational and cognitive problems (Knisarina, 2015). Interestingly, international scientists define self-regulation as the most significant condition of life-long learning organization (studies by S. Dietrich, S. Kraft, J. Reischmann, and others); they study the conditions and ways of self-regulated education of the youth (studies by P. Faulstich, H.F. Friedrich, F.E. Weinert, F.G. Deitering, and others).
Our study is mostly based on the ideas and classification of pupils’ general-educational abilities by D.V. Tatyanchenko and S.G. Vorovschikov, who define educational and cognitive activity as pupils’ self-regulated activity of solving personally-significant and socially-relevant actual cognitive problems, which is accompanied by mastering the knowledge and skills on obtaining, processing and implying the information necessary for their solution (2003). It includes all educational regulatory activities, i.e., goal-setting, planning, prognosis, correction, control and evaluation.

The aim of our study was to evaluate the efficiency and consistency of the program for regulatory skills development in younger school pupils, which we created and developed. Our ideas are based on the fact that regulatory skills characterize the pupil’s readiness to use them in typical and non-standard situations, understanding the goal, motive, structure and results of the educational and cognitive activity, to conduct a correct sequence of operations, which are a part of educational activity regulation action.

Because of this, the aim of the evaluated program for regulatory skills development in younger school pupils is their mastering of a number of fundamental regulatory skills based on the motivation and orientation of the activity (OBA) of educational activity regulation.

Educational goals of the Program:
- methodological training of primary school teachers for regulatory skills development in younger school pupils;
- actualization of the regulatory skills development system in younger school students in practice;
- cooperative work of teachers and parents on the present problem.

Regulatory skills that were developed correctly and on time are the condition for pupils’ successful dynamics in school education and an efficient tool of their educational and independent activity.

The novelty of this study lies in the fact that scientifically grounded and proven research materials contribute to the development of the theory and practice of the formation of regulatory skills in younger school pupils:
- the concept of “regulatory skills in younger school pupils” and its structure with account for age specifics of children have been defined more exactly;
- a theoretical model which is formally presented by the Program for regulatory skills development in younger school pupils has been developed;
- objective links between the level of regulatory skills, subjectivity and success (personal, educational, professional) of younger school pupils have been identified;
The system of work on the development of regulatory skills in younger school pupils may increase the subjectivity of students and make them successful.

The training materials presented in this paper (an elective course program, an exercise book and assignments, etc.) can be used by primary school teachers, subject teachers, methodologists and school psychologists in their practical work. The research results allow for improvement of the efficiency of the educational institutions for the organization of the adaptive educational environment aimed at the formation and development of regulatory skills in younger school pupils. The research results can be recommended for use in the practice of educational institutions, as well as in the system of training and retraining of educators.

**Experimental Methods and Materials**

According to the order from the Department of Education of Aktobe, during the expert council meeting on the scientific development of the city schools, the experimental base of the doctoral thesis study was defined to be set in the general-education schools ##12, 13 and 22 of Aktobe, Western region of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

In order to confirm the Program consistency at the beginning and the end of the experiment we defined the following in the abovementioned schools:

- level of primary school teachers education in the field of regulatory skills development;
- level of regulatory skills in younger school pupils.

For this type of study we used the survey method, i.e., a written survey of a large number of people by survey sheets. The surveys were composed on the basis of theoretical development of open type (they imply an answer to a question). The survey method allows for obtaining a large amount of information in a relatively short period of time.

The method of the analysis of pedagogical (school) documentation provides objective data on the pedagogical process organization in the school. This method is used in order to define the correspondence of the educational programs and school documentation to the studied problem of regulatory skills development in younger school pupils.

Thus, at this stage of the study we mostly implied empirical methods of an applied-scientific group of methods.
**Results**

The survey of the teachers during the experiment showed an insufficient level of theoretical and methodological education for regulatory skills development in younger school pupils (cf., Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Results of the evaluation of the teachers’ level of education for regulatory skills development in younger school pupils. Source: Based on the author’s design](image1)

The results of the pupils’ testing and their parents’ survey at the beginning of the experiment confirmed the significance of the study problem: the level of regulatory skills in younger school pupils was at the optimal level in 19% of the pupils from the experimental groups (EG) and in 16% in the control group (CG); at the sufficient level – in 28% of the EG and 27% of the CG; and at the critical level – in 53% of the EG and 57% of the CG (cf., Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Results of the evaluation of the regulatory skills level in younger school pupils. Source: Based on the author’s design](image2)
The documentation analysis method revealed the real opportunities of the modern educational programs of the subjects and school textbooks in the regulatory skills development in younger school students (Educational program of the general-education field subjects “Mathematics” for the 1st-4th grades of general-education schools, 2013). The conducted analysis of the tasks from the new-generation textbooks in mathematics, the Russian language and literature shows that various tasks are mostly aimed at developing only some of the regulatory skills and mostly at the level of executive actions. Because of this we developed the tasks for the group of regulatory skills in the Russian language and mathematics for independent individual solving.

Discussion

The developed Program was relatively efficiently evaluated, which is confirmed by the obtained monitoring results.

Firstly, primary school teachers’ theoretical and methodological education had improved by the end of the experiment due to the complex goal-directed work on increasing teachers’ professional competence in the field of regulatory skills development in younger school pupils. We conducted educational seminars on the basis of the regional and city scientific-practical centers of Aktobe. The result of the teachers’ education was an increase in their professional competence in the field of the studied problem. The teachers of the experimental groups, upon learning the main methodological recommendations on the presented problem, started active participation in regulatory skills development in younger school pupils. Increase in methodological training was also facilitated by individual consultations, the content of which included the discussion of planned questions, as well as the questions which occurred during the process of regulatory skills development in younger school children. The novelty for the teachers was the didactic opportunities of a methodological set of educational management (Management in the field of education, 2014) and game-technical management (Game-technical management, 2003) in the process of regulatory skills development in younger school pupils in the conditions of general-education schools.

Secondly, the activity of parents’ participation in pupils’ regulatory skills development during the extra-curricular time increased. The cooperative work of teachers and parents implied the discussion about the main questions of the studied pedagogical problem during parent meetings, which were conducted according to the school plan. The parents obtained the information on all the main
issues of the presented problem – “The role of regulatory skills in the educational and cognitive activity of the pupils”, “Time-management for younger school pupil”, “Regulatory skills development in younger school pupils during extra-curricular time” – in the form of lectures, discussions, active hand-out materials and practical recommendations.

Thirdly, the motivation and quality of the educational activity self-regulation in pupils also increased because of the work on regulatory skills development in the framework of the education system, which included the development and conduction of classes on the topic of the studied problem. At the beginning of the experiment, eight topics were included in the calendar schedules of the classes and mentoring events, and throughout the experiment these classes were held in the experimental groups.

The system of regulatory skills development in younger school students is based on the activity theory by A.N. Leontyev (2004), according to which the activity is a system which has its structure, its internal transfers and transformations and its own development. In reality, the subject of educational activity regulation is its content and its reflection in the subject’s conscience. Viewing the educational activity from the perspective of A. Leontyev’s activity theory presents it as its certain type, which consists of a number of actions. These actions are single acts of transformation which consist of operations – elemental transformation acts, the results of which are not recognized by the subject as an independent goal. In such a case, educational activity regulation can be described by the same structure: activity – actions – operations.

We suppose that the actions that provide younger school pupils’ educational activity regulation include a number of operations, unified by their form: orientation, planning, execution and control. The technological structure of the model of educational activity regulation in younger school pupils has three blocks – entrance (the beginning of the pupil’s educational activity regulation), the module block (which is composed of five consequent separate modules – actions with the same structure but different contents: operations of orientation, planning, execution and control) and exit (the end of the pupil’s educational activity regulation).

We defined the content of each operation in the regulation actions and obtained full complex content of regulatory skills:

1. Goal definition – defining and reviewing the activity object, defining the requirements, conditions and rules of obtaining the result, conducting the process of understanding the activity type and defining the personality opportunities in the chosen activity type;
2. Planning – defining the main operations, setting the order and the sequence of operations, defining a rational way of educational activity execution, comparing the plan, educational activity execution tools and one’s own personality opportunities;

3. Goal-directed execution – considering the conditions and educational task plan, comparing the conditions and educational task plan with the performed operations, executing the task completely, obtaining the result, checking whether the obtained proportion is correct, correction of unsuccessful actions;

4. Control of the activity process and results – specifying the content of the obtained result, searching for a sample for comparison; choosing the way for the result evaluation depending on its content; evaluation executing in the chosen way, comparing the obtained results with the sample; defining the opportunities to execute the educational task in any other way, specifying the reasons for missing the goal;

5. Orientation of the activity process and results – specifying evaluation criteria, choosing a way of result evaluation, evaluation executing, comparing evaluation criteria with the obtained results, personal evaluation with the normative criteria, correction of the evaluation actions.

The content of educational activity regulation operations provides the content of the developed skills. The structure of educational activity regulation, which is presented as a number of actions, operations and operation content, is a complex orientation basis of the activity (OBA). Orientation basis of the activity is a system of a person’s representations of the goal, plan and means of executing prospective or present actions (the term was introduced by P.Ya. Galperin). Describing the OBA by highlighting all of the actions and operations corresponds to the complete sequential algorithm structure of the educational activity execution. A folded algorithm structure (OBA) is the description of regulatory skills through the named regulatory actions. As the experiment results demonstrate, the defined orientation basis of educational activity regulation provides the development of regulatory skills to the level of the generalized way of educational activity regulation in the condition of the complete acquisition of the OBA by younger school pupils.
Conclusions

Thus, the process of the regulatory skills development process in younger school pupils is conducted from the moment of the children’s admission to primary school and, as the experiment results show, is highly dependent of the educational program chosen by the teacher. Regulatory skills, being the core components of educational activity, are gained by the younger school pupils as constant skills, which become the basis for learning other educational abilities and skills and for solving any subject educational tasks.

In contrast to other scientific developments in the present problem, the novelty of our Program consists of:

- special program of scientific and methodological education of teachers for regulatory skills development in younger school students (a cycle of education seminars and individual consultations);
- system of regulatory skills development in younger school students (by means of classes and mentoring systems, as well as methodological work);
- cooperative activity of teachers and parents, aimed at the solution of the stated problem.

The result of the evaluation of the presented Program for regulatory skills development in younger school children in the school educational process is the occurrence of the need to integrate certain changes in the current primary-school education system, which, in turn, might be significant even for the international pedagogical science and practice. The main changes are:

1. Younger school pupils’ educational activity is initially organized and regulated by them, according to the algorithm of the generalized way of educational activity organization (in the aspect of our study).
2. The object of special learning by younger school children becomes the knowledge of educational task goals, education tasks plans, types of control and evaluation and the sequence of educational activity regulation. The need for mastering them is understood as a special educational task. The complex of the developed special tasks, which correspond to the present algorithm in mathematics and the Russian language, was successfully evaluated.
3. The connection of content and operation knowledge for each of the regulatory skills proceeds sequentially; children separate regulatory actions in the process of the educational activity regulation. They learn the educational activity of modelling the stages of self-organizing during various educational tasks execution, which allows for observing and understanding their consistency and independence of the educational tasks subjective content.
Thus, the conducted theoretical and analytical work on the present problem allowed us to confirm the scientific significance of our study, to express our opinion on the problem of regulatory skills development in school pupils, to develop a structural-functional model of regulatory skills development in younger school students and to successfully evaluate the developed Program of regulatory skills development in younger school children in the conditions of pedagogical experiment. Based on the results of the experimental work, we plan to develop and publish an educational-methodological textbook on the present study problem for the students of pedagogical colleges and primary school teachers.
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